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1. Introduction
This document serves as a Selection Addendum to Archery Canada’s Recurve National Team Selection
Policy.
The purpose of this Addendum is to define the event specific criteria used by Archery Canada to select
the athletes, who will compete at the 2021 Archery World Cup events.
For reference, the Recurve Canadian Selection Policy can be found under the following link:
https://archerycanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Recurve-Canadian-Team-Selection-Policy.pdf

2. Eligibility Criteria
Team selection will be made pursuant to Archery Canada’s Recurve National Team Selection Policy, as
appropriate, and this Addendum. Eligibility requirements must be met as stated in the Selection Policy
and this Addendum.

3. Selection Authority
Under the guidance of the HPC, the National Recurve Coach is accountable to select athletes and staff,
for participation at events, in accordance with the Recurve Canadian Team Selection Policy and event
specific criteria.

4. Selection Details
For the 2021 World Cup Season, a separate selection process will be used for each gender.

5. Team Size
A. Men:
Archery Canada will select four men to compete at each of the World Cup events.

B. Women:
World Cup, Shanghai, China – Archery Canada may select one (1) female athlete to compete at the
event, subject to the criteria outlined for the Shanghai World Cup in Section 7B (below).
World Cup, Paris, France – Archery Canada may select up to three (3) female athletes to compete at the
Paris World Cup event, subject to the criteria outlined for the Paris World Cup in Section 7B (below).

6. Discrepancies & Amendments
In the event of changes by World Archery (WA) to the selection and eligibility criteria, Archery Canada is
bound by these changes and will review and amend this document to comply with the new regulations
or conditions.
Archery Canada is carefully following the evolution of the coronavirus on the global and domestic level
and how it may impact World Cup Events and/or domestic nomination of athletes to compete at these
events. Unless otherwise required by exceptional and unforeseen circumstances related to the impact of
the coronavirus, Archery Canada will respect this published Selection Addendum as written.
However, situations related to the coronavirus pandemic may arise that require this Selection
Addendum to be modified. Any modifications will be made promptly and as often as required following
developments that directly impact the Selection Addendum. In such circumstances, any modifications
will be communicated to all affected individuals as soon as possible.
Further, situations may arise that do not allow this Selection Addendum to be modified or applied as
written due to time constraints or other exceptional and unforeseen circumstances. In such situations,
any decision, including nomination decisions, will be made by the individual(s) with decision-making
authority, as stated in this Selection Addendum, in consultation with the relevant individual(s) or
committee(s) (as applicable), and in accordance with the stated performance objectives and selection
philosophy and approach as stated herein. Should it be necessary to make any decision in this manner,
Archery Canada will communicate with all affected individuals as soon as possible.

7. Team Selection Procedure – Event Specific Criteria
A) Men:

One selection process will be used to select a single team that will compete at all three World Cup
events as listed below:
1. WORLD CUP, GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA
2. WORLD CUP, SHANGHAI, CHINA
3. WORLD CUP, PARIS, FRANCE

APRIL 19 - 25, 2021
MAY 17 – 23, 2021
JUNE 22 - 27, 2021

As listed under section 4.1 of the Selection Policy, the following two (2) Event Specific Criteria will be
applied to select the athletes who will participate as part of the 2021 World Cup teams.

1. Defined Competition:
Performance at the following Defined Competitions will determine selection:
i.
2020 Chula Vista International Camp, Chula Vista California, February 2020 (completed)
ii.
Q1 2021 Defined Training or Competition Camp 1 - Location TBD
iii.
Q1 2021 Defined Training or Competition Camp 2 - Location TBD
Note: To be eligible to compete at either of the Q1 2021 Defined Training or Competitions Camps, an
athlete must have shot a registered 720 score equal to or greater than 640, between January 1st 2019
and January 31st, 2021. Athletes not meeting the required scores within the defined period may apply
to compete at the events. Applications must be submitted to Archery Canada no later than January
31st, 2021. Applicants will be assessed based on Future Potential as outlined in section 4.1.4 of the
Recurve Canadian Selection Policy. Archery Canada reserves the right to restrict the number of
competitors at one or both of the events. Any successful applicants should expect to cover all personal
expenses resulting from their potential attendance at the camps.
Defined Competition performance is measured across two performance indicators as follows:
1.
720 Average Arrow Value (AAV) in Ranking Round performances
2.
Match Play AAV Performances
Note: For the Defined Competitions not all competition components of the events are included. Athletes
will be notified of the selection relevant components for the said three (3) competitions as soon as the
event schedule becomes available.
Calculations for the three (3) Defined Competition performance indicators will be conducted as follows:
For AAV: Calculations will be conducted as follows:
• 720 Round: The 720 AAV will be calculated by dividing the archer’s final score(s) in the 720
round(s) by 72.
• Match Play: The Match Play AAV will be calculated by adding the value of all arrows shot by the
specific athlete in both the individual components and the team round components (including
tie breaks), divided by the total number of arrows scored in the corresponding components.

For each of the events the total points awarded will be calculated by adding the 720 AAV and the
Match Play AAV:
(720 Arrow Average) + (Match Play Arrow Average) = Selection Points
Athletes will be ranked for selection based on the Selection Points from their two best Defined
Competitions. Athletes not attending, or posting scores, at any of the defined competitions will be
awarded zero (0) selection points for that event.
Note: In the event that an athlete is injured, ill, or otherwise unable to compete in any of the Defined
Competition events, the athlete may still be eligible for selection pursuant to Section 5.2 of the Recurve
Canadian Team Selection Policy.

2. Physiology -- Testing Standard Level Blue
Other Detail (Men)
Dates:
Selection for the 3 World Cup events will be made on or before April 1, 2021
Other:
The funding level for this event has not yet been finalized. In addition to paying incidental costs,
athletes should anticipate a levy.

B) Women
WORLD CUP, SHANGHAI, CHINA

May 17 - 23, 2020

1. Defined Competition:
Eligible athletes will automatically be selected for winning an Olympic quota spot at the Tokyo Olympic
Continental Qualification Tournament during the Pan American Championships in Monterey Mexico. If
an individual quota spot is won in Monterrey, Mexico, the athlete who won the individual quota spot
will automatically be selected to the team. In the case that two (2) women secure the same quota spot,
the highest final placing Canadian woman in the “Olympic Quota Spot Qualification Tournament” will
be selected to the team.
2. Physiology – Testing Standard Level Blue

Other Detail (Women)
Dates:
Selection for the Shanghai World Cup will be made on or before April 1st, 2020.

Other:

The funding level for this event has not yet been finalized. In addition to paying incidental costs,
athletes should anticipate a levy.
WORLD CUP, Paris, France

June 22 - 27, 2021

a. Defined Competition
Eligible athletes will be automatically selected to participate, provided they were selected for, and
compete at the 2021 Final Olympic Qualification Tournament from June 18-21 in Paris, France.
A link to the selection process for the Final Olympic Qualification Tournament can be found here:
https://archerycanada.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/FOQT.SelectionDocument.Draft_.Sept29.2020.pdf
b. Physiology -- Testing Standard Level Blue

Other Detail (Women)
Dates:
Selection for the Paris World Cup will be made on or before June 1, 2021.
Other:

The funding level for this event has not yet been finalized. In addition to paying incidental costs,
athletes should anticipate a levy.

